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Default settings for 
Submission Allowance, 
Grading and Feedback 
Access
 Combines Submissions, 
Grading, and Feedback

Further changes could be 
made to the feedback 
section but this phase is 
mainly about consolidating 
several categories into one 
view. 

This shows the current 
default

        Presentation

       

Submissions, Grading, and Feedback Access

Submissions

           Limit submissions to            attempts

Grading

     Record the

           Send assessment score to Gradebook (immediately, regardless of options below)

           Hide student identity from grader

highest score

Student Access to Feedback

Display the following to students 

       Only student's Total Scores 

       Questions and the following

Feedback for question 

Feedback for selection

Grader's comments        

Statistics and Histogram

on submission

Student response 

Correct response

Student scores for questions and parts

Student assessment score

 Feedback Authoring

    
Question-Level Feedback
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Changing settings for 
Feedback Access

all options are in a pulldown 
menu

        Presentation

       

Submissions, Grading, and Feedback Access

Submissions

           Limit submissions to            attempts

Grading

     Record the

           Send assessment score to Gradebook (immediately, regardless of options below)

           Hide student identity from grader

highest score

Student Access to Feedback

Display the following to students 

       Only student's Total Scores 

       Questions and the following

Feedback for question 

Feedback for selection

Grader's comments        

Statistics and Histogram

on submission

Student's response 

Correct response

Student scores for questions and parts

Student assessment score total

during the assessment
at a specific date...
never (no feedback)

 Feedback Authoring

    
Question-Level Feedback
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Show  Feedback at a 
specific date

If pick "at a specific date" 
show date picker. If date left 
empty, then nothing is 
shown

        Presentation

       

Submissions, Grading, and Feedback Access

Submissions

           Limit submissions to            attempts

Grading

     Record the

           Send assessment score to Gradebook (immediately, regardless of options below)

           Hide student identity from grader

highest score

Student Access to Feedback

Display the following to students 

       Only student's Total Scores 

       Questions and the following

Feedback for question 

Feedback for selection

Grader's comments        

Statistics and Histogram

at a specific date...

Student's response 

Correct response

Student scores for questions and parts

Student assessment score total

 Feedback Authoring

    
Question-Level Feedback



Separate issue: Scores 
page should provide link 
to release more feedback

If a test is for self study, 
instructors may release all 
feedback on submission, 
but if it is for credit, they will 
not want to until the due 
date, lest it foster cheating. 
Even due date may not be 
the right time, if some 
students are allowed to be 
late or if there are manually 
graded questions.

Therefore, we should give 
instructors a way to release 
feedback from the scores 
page. That way they can 
complete grading or see 
that all students have turned 
in work. 

Feedback: Student's response was released on submission

Release more feedback...



Separate issue: Scores 
page should provide link 
to release more feedback

When "Release more 
feedback" is clicked, 
instructor gets a chance to 
change the feedback and 
release it immediately. 
Ideally, they are able to do 
this without leaving this 
page, as shown, with a 
popup.

Feedback: Student's response was released on submission

Release more feedback...

Student Access to Feedback

Display the following to students 

       Only student's Total Scores 

       Questions and the following

Feedback for question 

Feedback for selection

Grader's comments        

Statistics and Histogram

Student's response 

Correct response

Student scores for questions and parts

Student assessment score total

<the date and time right now>at a specific date...

Save Cancel 


